
Process Portfolio
Project #1: Supernova



Describe: Single Piece
Artist Statement



Describe: Media
                  Media      Technique
A: _________________________________________________________
B: _________________________________________________________
C: _________________________________________________________
D: _________________________________________________________
E: _________________________________________________________
F: _________________________________________________________

Artist Statement



Describe: Stencils (Subjects)

Describe the public symbol you chose. 

_______________________

Why are public symbols important? What cultural importance do they have?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Describe the public symbol you chose. 

_______________________

Artist Statement



Describe: Stencils (Subjects)

Describe the private symbol you designed.  

__________________________

How does your personal symbol reflect/represent you? How does it reflect your point of view?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Extra Stencils

Artist Statement



Describe: Final Contour
Full Circle

Artist Statement



Analyze: Elements

Shape
Choose 1 vocab word:
    Organic
    Geometric
    Decorative

Where did you use it in your art piece?

Value
Choose 1 vocab word:
    Light        Blending
    Dark
    Shading

Where did you use it in your art piece?

Line
Choose 1 vocab word:
    Thick        Curvy
    Contour           Straight
    Expressive

Where did you use it in your art piece?

Texture
Choose 1 vocab word:
    Actual        Implied

Write descriptive word:
_____________________

Where did you use it in your art piece?

Color
Choose 1 vocab word:
    Warm       Analogous
    Cool               Neutral
    Complementary

Where did you use it in your art piece?

While looking at your art piece, please describe your use of the elements of art.

Choose one element from above and write 1-3 complete sentences.
Example: In my Supernova, I used circular, geometric shapes in the peace sign and Pac-man symbols.

Artist Statement



Analyze

Shape
Choose 1 vocab word:
    Organic        Decorative
    Geometric

Where did you use it in your art piece?

Value
Choose 1 vocab word:
    Light        Blending
    Dark        Shading

Where did you use it in your art piece?

Line
Choose 1 vocab word:
    Thick        Curvy
    Contour           Straight
    Expressive

Where did you use it in your art piece?

Texture
Choose 1 vocab word:
    Actual        Implied

Write descriptive word:
_____________________

Where did you use it in your art piece?

Color
Choose 1 vocab word:
    Warm       Analogous
    Cool               Neutral
    Complementary

Where did you use it in your art piece?

Choose one element from above and write 1-3 complete sentences.
Example: In my Supernova, I used circular, geometric shapes in the peace sign and Pac-man symbols.

Artist Statement

Principles of Design

Contrast
Choose 1 vocab word:
    Differ. values
    Differ. colors
    Differ. shapes

How did you use it in your art piece?

Unity
Choose 1 vocab word:
    Overlapping
    Repetition

How did you use it in your art piece?

Differ. 
lines

Elements of Art



Interpret

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

What was your main idea(s), focus, or EMPHASIS? 
Please state in 2-3 complete sentences.

Evaluation
Do you think your work was successful? 

How well did you solve the problems or targets? Refer to Design Cycle: Identify...
What evidence do you have to support your opinion? 

List at least 3 pieces of evidence with references to your art piece.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Artist Statement



Name __________________________________________________________________ Date _____________

Process Portfolio Rubric: Supernova

Craftsmanship / Work Ethic
On time - met deadline 
Cover included - “Process Portfolio: Project #1”
Care and effort - glued neatly, IN ORDER

Studio Habits

Standard #2: Reflect

Describe (Stencils)
All 3 stencils included - glued down
“Describe the public symbol” answered – both  “Describe the private symbol designed” answered
Historical/cultural importance summary  “… reflect you?” answered at bottom of worksheet 

Pen / Ink labeled correctly plus 1 technique 
Choice #1 labeled correctly 
Choice #2 labeled correctly 

Interpret/Evaluation
Interpret - Clearly states EMPHASIS in complete sentences (rubric below)
Evaluation - Complete paragraph (rubric below)
Final Project rubrics included

Rating

Rating

Mastery (4)
Included 100% of items and 
insightful/unique answers
score high Write Right below

Proficiency (3)
Included & completed 
80-97% and average answers
score well Write Right below

Approach Proficiency (2)  
Included 50-79%, less than 
complete & average answers
scored fair Write Right below

Not Yet (1)
Less than 50% of items, 
VERY incomplete answers, 
scored low Write Right below

For each 
section/score

Not Yet Approaching Expectations Meets Expectations Mastery

Creative Process
Design Cycle completed 
Brainstorm worksheet - 20+ on each side 
Symbol research
Included small photo copy of finished contour 
Media experimentation sheet
Worksheet of three wedges included 
At least 3 rough drafts clearly attempted  
Tracing paper with wedge on it glued neatly

Describe (Media)
Photo of final Supernova included, cut out cleanly 
Charcoal labeled correctly plus 1 technique 
Graphite labeled correctly plus 1 technique
Colored Pencil labeled correctly plus 1 technique

Analyze
ALL boxes completed - accurate sentence written at bottom

Rating
S2.3

S2.1

Standard #3: Create
Rating

R
at

in
g S2.1

S3.2


